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VSS  
PLANT-BASED POWDERED SOAP  

  

BIODEGRADABLE  
  

 
  

DEFINITION  
Hand cleaner in powder form.  
  

ADVANTAGES  
Particularly effective for hands heavily soiled by: sludge, grease, brake dust, tar, paint, ink, etc.  
Formulated from plant-based ingredients.  
Abrasive, with micronised and normalised spruce wood meal, with micro-brushing and absorbent properties  
that are particularly effective at removing stains quickly.  
Formula enriched with sweet almond oil.  

Protects the skin and leaves hands soft.  
Does not contain petroleum or plant-based solvent, complies with AFNOR NFT 73-101 standard.  
In a 5-litre bucket, it is easy to transport to the site in a construction vehicle.  
Can be easily included in our wall structure: 700 009.  
  

APPLICATION FIELDS  
To be used for cleaning heavily-soiled hands in workshops, job sites, garages, maintenance services,  
printers, etc.  
  

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS  
Physical properties .....................................  powder  

Colour  ........................................................  brown   
Bulk density ................................................  0.40 to 0.45  
pH (5%) ......................................................  9.0  
Product formulated from natural raw materials and can be subject to variations in colour.  
  

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE  
Wet hands before using.  
Take a dose of VSS in your hand.  
Rub hands together, focusing on the dirtiest areas.  

Rinse with clean water and dry hands well.  
  

PACKAGING  
5 L bucket  

For direct use  
Can also be used on our 700 009 wall support (1,500 doses in 5 litres).  

25 L + 5 L bucket  
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Manufacturing site and registered office 

Victoria Lub Pty Ltd 
Factory 24/29 - 30 Kirkham Road West  

Keysborough, VIC 3173 
Tel. +03 9710 5373 – Fax. + 03 9701 5532 

www.viclube.com.au 

 

Victoria Lub. cannot know about every application for which the 
products are used nor their conditions of use.  Victoria Lub. cannot be 
held responsible for the suitability of the products for a given use or a 
specific purpose. The information contained here can on no account be 
a substitute for the preliminary tests which are essential and which must 
be carried out in order to check the suitability of the product for each 
specific case. 


